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APPENDIX 3: SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL CONTENTIONS OF U.S. PATENT NO. 8,339,493

U.S. Patent No. 8,339,493 Exemplary Evidence of Infringement

1. An electric camera comprising: Each of the Accused Apple '493 Products1' 2 includes and operates as an electric camera.
See, e.g., iPhone User Guide (showing a "Camera" app and the ability to take photos and
videos).

For example, the Apple iPhone 11, iPhone X, iPhone XS, and iPhone XS Max include
and operate as an electric camera, as evidenced by the "Camera" "built -in" application:

iPhoneX overview OS Tech Spec_ .

Built-in Apps
ilk

4
CD

Camera Photos Health Messages Phone Çie

® n O ® bÿ, ria
Mail Music .. _- Seri i__ S 1

https: / /www.apple.com/iphone -x /specs/ (MAXELL_APPLE0016166).

1 The Accused Apple '493 Products include Apple iPhone Products (e.g., iPhone 11 (A2111), iPhone 11 Pro (A2160), iPhone 11 Pro
Max (A2161), iPhone XS (A1920), iPhone XS Max (A1921), iPhone XR (A1984), iPhone X (A1865/A1901), iPhone 8 Plus
(A1864/A1897), iPhone 8 (A1863/A1905), iPhone 7 Plus (A1661/A1784), iPhone 7 (A1660/A1778), iPhone 6s Plus (A1634/A1687),
iPhone 6S (A1633/A1688), iPhone 6 Plus (A1522/A1524), iPhone 6 (A1549/A1586), iPhone SE (A1723/A1662), iPhone 55
(A1453/A1533), and iPhone 5C (A1456/A1532)) and Apple iPad Products (e.g., iPad Pro (A1673 / A1674 / A1675)).
2 Although this chart contains user guide descriptions and screen shots from infringing products operating using iOS 11 as partial
evidence of the Accused Apple '493 Products' infringement, these products nevertheless infringe the '493 Patent's claims under other
versions of iOS as well, such as iOS 12 and iOS 13, which operate in substantially the same way for purposes of infringement of the
'493 Patent. Thus, the Accused Apple '493 Products infringe regardless of which version of iOS they have installed.
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U.S. Patent No. 8,339,493 Exemplary Evidence of Infringement 

1. An electric camera comprising: Each of the Accused Apple ’493 Products1, 2 includes and operates as an electric camera. 
See, e.g., iPhone User Guide (showing a “Camera” app and the ability to take photos and 
videos). 

For example, the Apple iPhone 11, iPhone X, iPhone XS, and iPhone XS Max include 
and operate as an electric camera, as evidenced by the “Camera” “built-in” application: 

 

https://www.apple.com/iphone-x/specs/ (MAXELL_APPLE0016166). 

                                                 
1 The Accused Apple ’493 Products include Apple iPhone Products (e.g., iPhone 11 (A2111), iPhone 11 Pro (A2160), iPhone 11 Pro 
Max (A2161), iPhone XS (A1920), iPhone XS Max (A1921), iPhone XR (A1984), iPhone X (A1865/A1901), iPhone 8 Plus 
(A1864/A1897), iPhone 8 (A1863/A1905), iPhone 7 Plus (A1661/A1784), iPhone 7 (A1660/A1778), iPhone 6s Plus (A1634/A1687), 
iPhone 6S (A1633/A1688), iPhone 6 Plus (A1522/A1524), iPhone 6 (A1549/A1586), iPhone SE (A1723/A1662), iPhone 5S 
(A1453/A1533), and iPhone 5C (A1456/A1532)) and Apple iPad Products (e.g., iPad Pro (A1673 / A1674 / A1675)). 
2 Although this chart contains user guide descriptions and screen shots from infringing products operating using iOS 11 as partial 
evidence of the Accused Apple ’493 Products’ infringement, these products nevertheless infringe the ’493 Patent’s claims under other 
versions of iOS as well, such as iOS 12 and iOS 13, which operate in substantially the same way for purposes of infringement of the 
’493 Patent. Thus, the Accused Apple ’493 Products infringe regardless of which version of iOS they have installed. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,339,493 Exemplary Evidence of Infringement 

iPhone 5C 2 3 

iPad Pro (A1673 / 
A1674 / A1675) 

1, 2 4, 5 

The above exemplary values are based on publically available information. It is expected 
that discovery will confirm these or similar numbers, and Maxell reserves the right to 
show that any of the Accused Apple ’493 Products infringe using different values of K1 
and K2. 

Supplementation Based On Current Source Code 

See Appendix 3-A for exemplary evidence of source code citations supporting the 
infringement theory set forth herein. 

Subject to additional discovery in this case, Maxell may provide further supplementation 
of these contentions in accordance with P.R. 3-1(g) as set forth in Judge Schroeder’s 
standing Patent Discovery Order. 

[1.g] wherein during recording in the 
static image mode, the signal 
processing unit generates the image 
signals by using all signal charges 
accumulated in the N number of 
vertically arranged pixel lines, to 
provide N pixel lines. 

Upon information and belief, during recording in the static image mode, the signal 
processing unit in each of the Accused Apple ’493 Products generates the image signals 
by using all signal charges accumulated in the N number of vertically arranged pixel 
lines, to provide N pixel lines. Each product records an image in a static image mode 
(e.g., a still image mode) and the signal processing unit generates the image signals by 
using all signal charges accumulated in all N number of vertically arranged pixel lines of 
the image sensing device, to provide N pixel lines. 

For example, the Apple iPhone X records an image in static mode and upon information 
and belief the signal processing unit in the iPhone X (such as the Apple A11 chipset or 
the ISP contained therein) generates the image signals by using all of the N vertically 
arranged pixel lines of the image sensing device’s light-receiving sensor. On information 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,339,493 Exemplary Evidence of Infringement

and belief, the Accused Apple '493 Products may operate in static mode and use all N
vertically arranged pixel lines in recording static images or photographs.

Apple's Online User Guide confirms the ability of the Accused Apple '493 Products to
record images in a static image mode, for example by taking and recording a photograph:

CAMERA

Take photos

You can take photos and videos with the front -facing and rear cameras. To quickly get to the camera, swipe left
from the Lock screen.

Turn the lash Turn Live Photos
on or off. onorcll.

í s Choose a niter.

i
Swipe to change

. . U rory awaac nw. - the format.

411
_

rti: Switch between
the front -facing
and rear cameras.

View photos Take a photo.
and videos
you've taken.

(iPhone User Guide) (MAXELL_APPLE0007295).
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U.S. Patent No. 8,339,493 Exemplary Evidence of Infringement 

and belief, the Accused Apple ’493 Products may operate in static mode and use all N 
vertically arranged pixel lines in recording static images or photographs. 

Apple’s Online User Guide confirms the ability of the Accused Apple ’493 Products to 
record images in a static image mode, for example by taking and recording a photograph: 

 

(iPhone User Guide) (MAXELL_APPLE0007295). 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,339,493 Exemplary Evidence of Infringement 

When recording an image in static image mode, the Accused Apple ’493 Products each 
reads out an array of pixels in an area of the light-receiving sensor to have a number N of 
vertically arranged pixel lines not exceeding the maximum number of vertically arranged 
pixel lines that can be read out of the image sensor. All N vertically arranged pixel lines 
are used for the recording of the static image, for example without subsampling, culling, 
or mixing the pixel lines.  

As non-limiting examples of Apple’s infringement, the iPhone X, iPhone 8 Plus, and 
iPhone 8 each use all N (for example, 3024 or fewer) pixel lines when recording images 
in static mode (such as when taking a picture). In other words, in these examples at one 
orientation, the iPhone X, iPhone 8 Plus, and iPhone 8 each capture still images that have 
3024 vertically arranged pixel lines, using all of the vertically arranged pixel lines (N) 
available for static image capture in these products’ 12MP image sensing device. In these 
examples, N = 3024, though other, lesser values of N are possible. In addition, depending 
on the orientation of the product, in these examples N may also be 4032. 

The AIDA64 diagnostic utility confirms that the rear camera modules (image sensing 
devices) in the iPhone X record static images with all 3024 (N) vertically arranged pixel 
lines. This utility also confirms that the iPhone X’s front camera records static images 
using all 2160 (N) vertically arranged pixel lines. 
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